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Non in tempore sed cum tempore

Robert Boyd - Space scientist
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Chairman, London Bible College, 1983-90.
Trustee, National Maritime Museum, 1980-89.
Governor, St Lawrence College, Ramsgate, 1965—76.
Governor, Southlands College, Wimbledon.

St Augustine’s insight, that the whole of time and space and everything in them is God’s giving, 
encapsulates, on the side of physics, my understanding of the relationship of God to the world of my 
professional study. At the more personal level, Christ’s reply to his disciple Philip, ‘He that has seen 
me has seen the Father’, captures the essence of my faith. Of course, I did not see things like this as 
a child, but, having had a father who was both a Christian and a scientist, I grew up with a sense of 
the importance of both ways of thinking without the tensions between them that all too easily make 
teenagers (and others) embrace one or other view to the exclusion of its complement.

I graduated in electrical engineering from Imperial College during the war, having realised after the first 
year at college that I should have read physics. However, I persuaded the Admiralty, on being recruited 
to my war-time job, to treat me as a physicist and found myself associated with Professor (later Sir) 
Harrie Massey and D.R. (later Sir David) Bates; when the war ended, I was appointed as a research 
assistant in Massey’s department (Mathematics) at University College, London (UCL), and moved with 
him to the Department of Physics. In 1953, at Massey’s suggestion, I started a pioneering activity in 
Australia to use rockets at Woomera in high altitude studies and, with the advent of artificial satellites, 
became involved in the proposals for and instrumentation of the UK’S Ariel 1 satellite.

We had good success and soon found we needed more laboratory space to be able to take up the many 
opportunities that came our way. Again at Massey’s suggestion, I started to look for a vacant stately 
home and funds to acquire it. In 1965, my group of about eighty workers moved into Holmbury House 
outside the village of Holmbury St Mary, and for the next few years we provided instrumentation for a 
new spacecraft at an average rate of about one a year, mostly for the study of solar system plasmas 
and for X-ray astronomy. During this time many of the duties, privileges and honours that accompany 
university workers who get in on the ground floor in this kind of work came my way. Increasingly, I was 
able to play a role in establishing policy—a task with which I am still involved although retired from my 
Chair. It is a great pleasure to me that my present activities, as a Fellow of the Royal Society, involve 
me in the use of spacecraft to respond to the responsibility and challenge of the study and care of our 
global environment.

I have always been sad at the way the predominantly arts graduates in the media represent our Christian 
faith as outmoded by science, whereas I have not found this attitude among most senior scientists. So, 
when I moved into the house of the Director of Mullard Space Science Laboratory at Holmbury St Mary 
(which, although I named it after the principal benefactor, was still a part of the Department of Physics 
and Astronomy of UCL), I thought it would be a good idea if I used the Christmas issue of St Mary’s 
parish magazine to let the village know that the head of the somewhat mysterious laboratory at the 
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top of the hill was not at all like the ‘mad’ scientist of tradition but a grateful and dependent disciple of 
Christ, as were many of his colleagues. I did this by writing some verses relating aspects of science I 
was particularly interested in to my faith. They are entitled ‘Creation’, and I do not think I can do better 
than quote them here.

‘In the beginning’, long before all worlds
Or flaming stars or whirling galaxies,
Before that first ‘big bang’, if such it was,
Or earlier contraction: back and back
Beyond all time or co-related space
And all that is and all that ever was
And all that yet will be; Source of the whole,
‘In the beginning was the Word’ of God.

The Word of God; Reason, Design and Form,
Intelligence, Whose workshop spans the stars,
Expressed within the Cosmos and alike
In what seems chaos; He Who works as much
In randomness as order, Who to make
Man in His image scorns not to create
By patient evolution on a scale
Of craft divine which dwarfs a million years.

Who is this God, that bows Himself to see
The puny wonders of this little speck
Of cosmic dust that we have named our Earth,
The toy volcanoes and the restless sea
That splashes from His bucket like a drop
And still a captive to the circling Moon
Flows and recedes, purging polluted shores
Or sending tidal torrents up the Severn?

Who is this God, that circles either pole
With fluorescent light, an arctic dawn,
Whose rain makes little sparks and tiny cracks
That we call thunder storms, this God Whose plan
So shapes the atoms that they must combine
To give dust life and then to feed that dust
With inorganic substance to create
By DNA a pattern like its own?

Who is this God and can this God be known
Within the confines of a human skull,
A litre and a half of mortal brain
Whose interlinking neurons must depend
On chemistry and physics in the end
For all that man can know or comprehend?
Can man know God eternally enthroned
Throughout all space and in the great beyond?

The mystery of being, still unsolved
By all our science and philosophy,
Fills me with breathless wonder, and the God
From Whom it all continually proceeds
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Calls forth my worship and shall worship have.
But love in incarnation draws my soul
To humble adoration of a Babe;
‘In this was manifest the love of God.’

Still Jesus comes to those who seek for God
And still He answers as He did of old,
‘I’ve been with you so long, how can you say
“I don’t know God, oh show me God today”?
When you’ve met Me you’ve seen the eternal God,
Met Him as Father too, as He who cares
And loves and longs for men as I myself.
I am the Christmas message. God has come.’

It will be evident that in 1972, when I wrote these verses, as now, I find the idea of God beyond and 
wholly other than his universe as the ‘Giver of the whole show’ to be basic. Like many of my generation, 
I owe both that phrase and this clarification of my thinking largely to the late Professor Donald MacKay. 
The crystallisation of the concept of Christ (rather than the Bible) as the basic datum of my faith I owe to 
Dr Oliver Barclay and the little (at that time) group of Christian research scientists that he got together 
and led in the early fifties. In this no book played a greater part than Carnegie Simpson’s The Fact of 
Christ. The establishment of a close and worshipful personal relationship with God the Father and his 
Son is probably mostly due to my parents and the Christians with whom they worshipped.

I only write poetry when I feel deeply, so each verse above says something about my thinking. I suppose 
the most obvious thing is my biblical references. Early in my professional life I was uneasy about 
the mutual incompatability of biblical accounts of the same event, if taken as literal statements—the 
impossibility of a complete harmony of the Gospels would be a case in point. Equally, the divergence 
between literal biblical accounts and the evidence of science presented a problem to me at that time. 
The notorious ‘omphalos’ question was, as the word implies, the crux of the matter. Did Adam have a 
navel or not? (Did the trees in the Garden of Eden have rings?) If ‘no’ he was not a man like us; if ‘yes’ 
there appeared to be evidence of a past history that had not happened.

As I gradually came, by my regular attention to it, to hear Holy Scripture (or should I say God in it?) actually 
addressing my situation, morally, wisely and graciously, I realised that the Godhead who emptied himself 
(‘kenosis’) to be incarnate in Jesus also stooped to speak in our colloquial idiom and through imperfect 
human personalities. The Logos was dynamic in Scripture and in nature as well as in Christ. So the 
first verse and a half of my poem reflect the opening verses of St John’s Gospel and relate the Jesus of 
my faith to the cosmos of my studies. Especially significant are the words ‘as much in randomness as 
order’, for the Giver of the whole must surely be no denizen of space and time but in his otherness (no 
pantheism for me!) be the Giver of those very processes that to my limited set of ‘interlinking neurones’ 
are random. The God who in Christ so perfectly addresses and meets my ethical and numinous needs 
is, in that interaction, far too intimate to be a mere deistic clockmaker, blind or otherwise.

The words ‘Whose workshop spans the stars’ owe something to a stimulating remark made by Dr 
John Hercus of Sydney. ‘Robert,’ he said, ‘has it ever occurred to you that God probably had to make 
a universe as large as ours to be able to evolve man?’ That was decades ago. Modern cosmology 
tinted, if not actually coloured by the anthropic principle, is increasingly accepting this with or without its 
theistic overtones. This verse also reflects the insight so many of us gained from Donald MacKay and 
his inveighing against ‘nothing buttery’. That which I study in the world of physics, seen from another 
angle, is the handiwork of God. The processes of science are the techniques of Deity— ‘Stormy wind 
fulfilling his word’. Verse three makes the point that physical size is not the divine criterion of importance 
or value, a fact that was not lost on the writer of Isaiah 40. It is also tinged, as in the fourth verse, with 
my own interest in astronomy and in terrestrial phenomena—volcanoes, the Severn bore, the aurora, 
lightning and the origin of life.
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It has often seemed to me that, as scientists, we are in danger of becoming intoxicated with the success 
of our own thinking (verse five) and so we fail to recognise the inevitable limitation of the finite computing 
structure that constitutes our minds. If, as now seems to be an exciting possibility, in the context of 
physical processes the universe may be seen as the result of a quantum fluctuation in the ‘vacuum’ 
(whatever that may be), only the most myopic would say that the whole of human experience and 
achievement on ‘this little speck of cosmic dust’ is adequately described as ‘nothing but’ the outcome of 
such a fluctuation. The last two verses speak for themselves and conjoin my thinking as scientist and 
amateur theologian to what is vital to any personal knowledge of God—encounter. I cannot say when I 
first had this encounter, but that it becomes increasingly real and vital to me with the passage of time I 
am in no doubt.

The problem of suffering

As I look back on my life as a Christian believer I am aware that my verses fail to address a crucial 
problem of faith for me and perhaps for many. I become more and more aware of the problem of 
suffering as my vision of the world has become less science centred. I never took the naive attitude that 
seems, in these days, to characterise many immature Christians, where prayer is thought of as a way of 
persuading God to smooth one’s path. To stand (literally) at Gethsemane was enough to confirm in me 
the recognition that the way of Christ is the way of the cross. But I have increasingly come to understand 
that ‘nature red in tooth and claw’ cannot, to mix the metaphors, be ‘swept under the carpet’. The poem 
I quoted above was originally entitled ‘Christmas’ and caught some of the calm joy of Emmanuel, but 
earlier, after being very moved by a Passion play presented at St Lawrence College, Ramsgate, of which 
I was a governor, I wrote verses entitled ‘Easter’. In so far as I have found a resolution to the problem of 
suffering, it is not in rational comprehension but in divine empathy and, in my experience, that is what 
the sufferer needs.

The verses that follow do not avoid the reality of suffering; rather, they trace some of it to its true source 
in sin, but only some. They are subtitled “The glory that should follow’, a quotation from 1 Peter 1:11. 
That they are a commentary on Philippians 2 is obvious.

‘Highly exalted’, this the unsought prize
Of your humiliation and your pain.
Equality with God was, in your eyes,
Not to be grasped but unity with man.

The form of deity was on this Earth
Only in you, the emptied servant, seen.
And form of servitude, with Godlike worth,
In no one else but you has ever been.

One, only one has full obedience shown,
Of all the myriad sons to mothers born.
Obedience such as yours deserves a crown.
O Jesus ‘twas a diadem of thorn!

That chaplet which they thrust upon your brow
Was of my weaving, and that anguish sore,
Though of your choosing, from such seeds did grow
Which I had sown. For me the nails you bore.
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Still as my memory frames that scene of woe
My mind recoils where you my Lord stood fast.
I wince to hear the hammer’s fearful blow:
Occasion of forgiveness unsurpassed.

Blinded by tears I see unconquered love,
Stretched in the awful tension of the tree,
Refuse the scornful challenge to remove
And choose to stay transfixed there for me.

I know the grace that brought my Saviour down
From Godhead wealth to naked poverty,
That bought for me the riches of a crown
At the unmeasured cost of Calvary.

Jesus what kind of joy could you foresee
That made you think so lightly of the shame,
Endure the nameless terrors of the tree,
In tortured darkness carry all my blame?

This is the nature of your love divine,
Eternal, self-creating, of such worth
That it could find a joy in seeking mine
T’outweigh the fearful cost of such a death.

Your love has won. You are the conqueror now.
A name beyond all other names is yours.
O blessed Jesus, at your name I bow
And worship you with all created powers.

I see you now exalted to the throne
Of God Himself, My greatest joy is this
That you are there; the Lamb of God once slain
Source and circumference of heaven’s bliss.

The problem of natural disasters (and others) remains, perhaps even more insistently than that of ‘nature 
red in tooth and claw’. It is all too easy for the physicist and astronomer impressed with the grandeur of 
the cosmos to overlook it. I sympathise with the pressure of this problem on my biological colleagues. 
But if there is statistical evidence for theistic faith being more widespread among physical scientists than 
life scientists, as some claim, I wonder if the unhappy ‘either or’, rather than ‘both and’ conflict between 
science and faith that arose over evolution in the last century is not really responsible.

I offer no logical resolution of the problem any more than I can resolve the ‘mystery of being’. I can 
only say that the whole of modern physics on the one hand and of the revelation of God in Christ on 
the other seem both so utterly unpredictable, unexpected and transcendental to material reality as we 
experience it directly, that I have long since ceased to respect any philosophy that seeks to decide 
ultimate questions (after the manner of the Greeks) by the power of unfettered thought. In faith, as in 
science, I am essentially an empiricist. The only sense I can make of the Phenomenon-of-Christ is still, 
as his converted opponent St Paul wrote long ago, ‘God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself 
(2 Cor 5:19). To set forward the experience of that reconciliation is still a task in which I would want to 
participate. But, as the same apostle wrote earlier to the same leaders, “The message of the cross is 
to those who are perishing, foolishness; but to us who are being saved it is the power of God’ (1 Cor 
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1:18). I do not find this surprising. One only has to look around, not to say within, to see the tragedy of 
the daily perishing of the pristine humanity of many of our fellows and to recognise within the daily need 
of a saving power beyond ourselves.

Reproduced from ‘Real Science, Real Faith’, Ed. RJ Berry, 1995, with kind permission from Monarch Books. 
Further copying is not permitted without permission from Monarch.


